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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Ramón Sanz Sanz has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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iguada
Measurement of surface used in the 19th and early 20th Centuries in land of fields Valladolid, thus consists in writings of
my grandfather in Castroponce Valderaduey. Example Textual January 24, 1896: he gave instead of this and the era a
spicy land of three iguadas and two quarters.

moyos
Moyo is a capacity unit formerly used in Castile equivalent to 16 sing 258 litres.

saitin
In the vines or vineyards of the dry Valladolid are traditionally planted to marco real 3 x 3, called Street, saitin, ara ox
and hita, according to the sense and direction taken. Streets the more wide in two perpendicular directions together and
saitin ara ox and the diagonals of the wider the closer to hita.

vástiga
Take vastigas, very common expression in La Seca which was to extend a branch of vine of a stump next to a failure to
perform a layering or mugron being held or not, together with the mother strain. It was the typical form of reset failures at
the hawthorns.


